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SSurface urface MMass ass BBalancealance ≃≃ accumulation – runoff of the melt water accumulation – runoff of the melt water

Ice sheet Mass BalanceIce sheet Mass Balance≃≃ accumulation – runoff – iceberg calving  accumulation – runoff – iceberg calving 

1. Definition: Mass balance1. Definition: Mass balance

OceanOcean OceanOcean
BedrockBedrock

Accumulation (snowfall) Accumulation (snowfall) 
(SMB >0)(SMB >0)

Ice sheetIce sheet

Accumulation in winterAccumulation in winter
and melt in summerand melt in summer

(SMB <0)(SMB <0)

Equilibrium ligneEquilibrium ligne
(SMB = 0)(SMB = 0)

----
++ ++

Iceberg Iceberg 
dischargedischarge
and basaland basal
meltingmelting Runoff of the Runoff of the 

melt watermelt water

Ablation Ablation 
zonezone

Ablation Ablation 
zonezone

Accumulation Accumulation 
zonezone

A warmer climate suggests more A warmer climate suggests more 
snowfall in winter and more melt in summer !snowfall in winter and more melt in summer !

TundraTundra

What will be dominant in the future ?What will be dominant in the future ?
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2. MAR model2. MAR model

Coupled with a snow model Coupled with a snow model 
but not with an ice sheet model !but not with an ice sheet model !

MAR Topography (m)MAR Topography (m)

Begin 01/09/1978
End 31/12/2005

Resolution 25 km
3m

time step 120s

Vertical levels
Atmosphere 30
Snow 20
Tundra 7

Ocean ERA SST
Sea-ice ERA Sea-ice

Simulated 
domain

2000 km x 3750 
km

1st level

Boundaries 
forcing

ERA-40 6-
hourly
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Significance = 86%

Significance = 78%

Significance = 97%

Snowfall: +1.6 kmSnowfall: +1.6 km33/yr/yr

Runoff: +6.2 kmRunoff: +6.2 km33/yr/yr

SMB: -3.9 kmSMB: -3.9 km33/yr/yr

3. 1979-2005 SMB 3. 1979-2005 SMB (1/5)(1/5)

~ 1.0 mm/yr in mean ~ 1.0 mm/yr in mean 
sea level risesea level rise

~ 1.7 mm/yr in mean sea level ~ 1.7 mm/yr in mean sea level 
rise but underestimated by MARrise but underestimated by MAR

SMB SMB ≅≅ Snowfall - Runoff Snowfall - Runoff

Water vapour fluxes: +0.4 kmWater vapour fluxes: +0.4 km33/yr/yr
Rainfall: +0.3 kmRainfall: +0.3 km33/yr/yr
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SnowfallSnowfall

Part of snowfall Part of snowfall 
becomes rainfallbecomes rainfall

Higher snowfallHigher snowfall

3. 1979-2005 SMB 3. 1979-2005 SMB (2/5)(2/5)

The melt The melt 
increases increases 
everywhere !everywhere !

Available melt waterAvailable melt water

Yearly mean (mm)Yearly mean (mm) Trend (mm yrTrend (mm yr-1-1)) Yearly mean (mm)Yearly mean (mm) Trend (mm yrTrend (mm yr-1-1))
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Surface mass balanceSurface mass balance
Decrease in Decrease in 
the ablation zone the ablation zone 

Increase in the Increase in the 
accumulation zone accumulation zone 

3. 1979-2005 SMB 3. 1979-2005 SMB (3/5)(3/5)

Yearly mean (mm)Yearly mean (mm) Trend (mm yrTrend (mm yr-1-1))

AblationAblation
zonezone

AccumulationAccumulation
zonezone

EquilibiumEquilibium
lineline

++
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Why does the runoff increase since 1979?Why does the runoff increase since 1979?

Significance = 99%

Significance = 93%

5 % of the 5 % of the 
runoff increase.runoff increase.

3. 1979-2005 SMB 3. 1979-2005 SMB (4/5)(4/5)

Temperature: +0.09°C yrTemperature: +0.09°C yr-1-1

RainfallRainfall
Trend of summerTrend of summer

3m-temperature (°C yr3m-temperature (°C yr-1-1))
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Significance = 98%

Significance = 95%

InfraredInfrared

SolarSolar

Solar netSolar net

3. 1979-2005 SMB 3. 1979-2005 SMB (5/5)(5/5)

Surface energy balanceSurface energy balance

+ no change for both sensible and latent heat fluxes + no change for both sensible and latent heat fluxes 

No trendNo trend

External forcings: COExternal forcings: CO
22

Not explained by the natural variability (NAO, ...)Not explained by the natural variability (NAO, ...)

El ChiconEl Chicon Mount Pinatubo eruptionMount Pinatubo eruption

Infrared trend (W/mInfrared trend (W/m22 yr yr-1-1))

Solar net trend (W/mSolar net trend (W/m22 yr yr-1-1))

due to melt due to melt 
increaseincrease
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5. Conclusion 5. Conclusion (1/2)(1/2)

Acceleration of the glacier Acceleration of the glacier 
discharge because likely the melt water discharge because likely the melt water 
lubricates the ice/bedrock interface.lubricates the ice/bedrock interface.

Zwally et al., 2002Zwally et al., 2002

Remark:Remark:

These results suggest :These results suggest :
- - an an acceleration of surface meltacceleration of surface melt  
  is larger than the heavier snowfall   is larger than the heavier snowfall 
- a - a SMB decreasingSMB decreasing. . 

These change are likely These change are likely due to due to 
the human activitiesthe human activities..  
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5. Conclusion 5. Conclusion (2/2)(2/2) If the Greenland If the Greenland 
ice sheet melts ice sheet melts 
completely ...completely ...

Belgium: 3700 kmBelgium: 3700 km2 2 

below sea level.below sea level.
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Thanks for Thanks for 
your attention !your attention !

Xavier FettweisXavier Fettweis
UCL-ASTR, BelgiumUCL-ASTR, Belgium
fettweis@climate.befettweis@climate.be


